
 

 

 

 

Week 1 (w/b 01.11.21) Week 2 (w/b 08.11.21) Week 3 (w/b 15.11.21) Week 4 (w/b 22.11.21) 
KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

the  said  he  come  

do says me some 

to your she one 

today they we once 

of be no ask 

earth  experience February guard  

eight experiment forwards guide 

eighth extreme fruit heard 

enough famous grammar heart 

exercise favourite group height 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Oldfield Park Junior 

School 

Year: 5 Term: 2 

This is a comprehensive list of the spellings the children will need to learn during this term. They can use the Look, Cover, 

Write, Check technique to monitor their progress. There will be a weekly spelling test of 10 random words from the list for 

that week, where the children will be given each word in a sentence to ensure that they understand that word in context, e.g. 

the children put their coats on. This is especially important when learning to spell pairs of homophones. This term’s spellings 

are a mixture of Year 5 spellings patterns (the first five words in each set), Year 3 & 4 statutory words (the second five 

words in each set) and Year 5 & 6 statutory words (the final five words in each set).  



Week 5 (w/b 29.11.21) Week 6 (w/b 06.12.21) Week 7 (w/b 13.12.21) 
KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

KS1 statutory words (x5) 

Year 3 & 4 statutory words (x5) 

 

friend  was  you 

school is go  

put his so 

are has by 

were I my 

history  island  material 

imagine knowledge medicine 

increase learn mention 

important length minute 

interest library natural 

 


